
Balloon Calibration Collaboration

8Apr11 Telecon

Chris Stubbs, Yorke Brown, Keith Vanderlinde, half of Justin Albert (the half with ears)

1.  Current News.  
• We welcome the McGill microwave polarization team to the collaboration.  Matt Dobbs was

unable to attend this meeting, but the group was very ably represented by Keith Vanderlinde. 
Keith gave an outline of the McGill group’s objective of calibrating the South Pole Telescope
for its microwave polarization sensitivity.  In particular they hope to achieve a relative
accuracy of 1/10 degree in polarization angle across the field.  Amplitude calibration would
be a worthy bonus.  The group had started out with the idea that they would need a satellite to
loft a suitable calibration source, but have concluded that a balloon is actually better, and that
a satellite would probably not work at all.  Chris was with us as well this week and engaged
Keith in a fairly extensive discussion of technical aspects of their efforts.  Yorke gave a brief
overview of the ballooning capabilities we currently have and are attempting to develop.

• Chris is still working on the NIST proposal.  He will be returning from California in the next
few days and hopes to make substantial progress next week.  He will discuss with John Rule,
adding microwaves to the proposal.

**Action CWS: Confer with John Rule.
**Action CWS:  Revise  narrative.
**Action YJB:  Edit narrative.
**Action CWS:  Assemble package and submit.

• There’s not much new news on Yorke’s Dartmouth group startup effort.  Lab space has been
assigned, but the administration is still working on figuring out how to pay Dartmouth
students with Harvard money.  Yorke has had a promising discussion with the PI of the local
SpaceGrant committee.  He is anxious to use SpaceGrant money for this purpose, but with
the current climate in Washington, no on knows how much money will be available after this
year.

**Action YJB:  Organize new Dartmouth group and report status.

2.  Working Schedule.
• The weather for this weekend is not looking promising, but nevertheless, Isaac has brought

his equipment (the LX200, etc) to Hanover and has trained Max Fagin in operation.  If the
launch goes forward (not likely) the equipment will be ready whether Isaac can participate or
not.

**Action IS:  Coordinate with Amanda on visit to Hanover and GC launch.
**Action YB: Grease the skids with Amanda and Max.  —Complete

3.  Simulation, Effectiveness Computations. 
• Trystyn’s spreadsheet looks to be in final form.



**Action JA: Polish readme. —Complete.

4.  ICD and Scheduling
• No substantial discussion, although it was noted that we need to incorporate the microwave

source into vehicle and payload design.

5.  Current Development Issues. 
• Justin is still struggling with World Star to get detailed information on laser diode modules

and fiber coupling services, so although last week we had concluded that all was in order and
he should make purchases, it looks like that item is up in the air again.

**Action JA: Keep working on procuring suitable diodes and fiber coupling.

• Yorke and Patrick have been working on the controller design, sharing drawings with Peter. 
There are still issues to work out, but they’ve added A/D and D/A capability to the design in
order to accommodate the expected needs of the LD modules.  Although Peter still has the
action to lay out the design of the controller, Yorke and Patrick still hope that it will be
practical for that task to be completed at Dartmouth.

**Action JA: Get LD spec sheets for Peter and Yorke.
**Action YB: Get design of flight controller to Peter.  
**Action YB: Coordinate LD interface.
**Action PD: Lay out design of LD control system.

• Yorke has made no progress on any kind of source spec.

**Action YJB: Prepare outline of spec for source.
**Action YJB: Sketch design of LED dummy source.

6.  Microwave NanoSat collaboration.  The “NanoSat” portion seems to be moot.  We’ve
decided to incorporate the microwave calibration team fully into the collaboration. [I’m not clear
on exactly how this will work.  As I understand it, the nanosat team is still pursuing CSA funding
to develop a nanosat payload that will be tested by balloon.]
 
**Action: CWS think about how to handle this opportunity.  —Complete.

7.  Further meetings.  We agreed to meet again next week by Skype 2:00 EDT Friday, 15 Apr. 
Chris knows that he will be unavailable.  Presumably Matt is also still tied up with teaching.

**Action YJB:  Coordinate next meeting.


